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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JAN22 2296 4 2304 2278 2292 DEC21 245,05 -1,25 245,05 242,15 246,30

MAR22 2226 -2 2234 2214 2228 MAR22 242,10 -3,30 244,70 238,30 245,40

MAY22 2190 -9 2202 2182 2199 MAY22 241,30 -3,50 244,20 237,80 244,80

JUL22 2192 -3 2197 2181 2195 JUL22 239,85 -4,30 243,20 237,85 244,15
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 2200, 2180, 2160 & 2110
Resistances: 2280 & 2315

New York ICE:

Supports: 235,75, 228,00, 226,50 & 224,50
Resistances: 249,00-251,00 & 308,00-310,00
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last high low

1,12927 1,1297 1,1207

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

Out-going German Chancellor Merkel expressed further concerns over the impact of increased coronavirus cases and there were further concerns over the Euro-

zone outlook. The Dutch government announced that it would take additional action, although with some relief that France decided against introducing further
restrictions at this stage. Concerns over a new variant started to have an impact and lessened the direct focus on the Euro-zone outlook.

Overall dollar sentiment held firm amid expectations that the Federal Reserve would tighten monetary policy at a faster pace given strong growth and persistent
inflation pressures in the economy. The Euro secured a limited recovery to 1.1250

The US Department of Agriculture, the USDA, forecasted Brazil coffee exports for 21/22 at 33.2m bags down from a record 45.67m bags. Their production

estimate for the marketing year ending June ’22 was left unchanged at 56.3m bags. Arabica production for the 21/22 crop year is estimated to fall 30% y/y to
35m bags. Carryover for ‘21/22 is seen at 2.86m bags, a drop of 501k y/y.

The analysts Safras & Mercado have reported that Brazil coffee farmers have sold around 26% of the estimated total production of 63 million bags from the July
2022 to June 2023 Brazil Coffee crop. This selling activity is seen somewhat lower when compared to the same time in 2019, ahead of the 2020/21 record crop

year, where Safras & Mercado had foreseen sales of this larger crop to come, to be in the region of 64% sold forward. There remains a reticence on the part of
producers to participate fully in forward sales activity, with prior outright price commitments already pegged against a lower New York arabica futures market,

together with the prevailing volatility in the higher value seen in the New York Coffee futures market, producer hesitation with, according to Safras & Mercado’s
report, an expectation that internal Brazil prices may move slightly higher ahead of the next biennially bearing larger crop to come from Brazil.

The most intense rainfall over the coffee areas will reappear as of Thursday over Paraná and Alta Paulista. Quickly, the system advances and takes heavy rain to
the Cerrado and Zona da Mata on Friday. And finally, it reaches Bahia and the north of Espírito Santo on Saturday. Precisely on this last day, we will see the

biggest accumulated of the week, which will reach 100mm on the border between Espírito Santo and Bahia. On the other hand, less than 20mm are estimated
this week over northeastern Paraná, much of São Paulo and southern Minas Gerais. Between November 29th and December 5th, the most intense rainfall will

return to Paraná, São Paulo and southern Minas Gerais, with accumulations between 20mm and 50mm.

Robusta harvesting is accelerating across the coffee regions with 15-20% on average has been completed thanks to better weather conditions. Farmers enjoyed

the highest prices for the past 10 years despite higher y/o/y input costs.

Farmers in Dak Lak today quoted FAQ coffee at 40,400 – 41,200 VND per kg ($1.78-1.82).

USDA revised its forecast of Vietnam coffee production for marketing year 2021/2022 up to 31.1 million bags on improved weather conditions that supported

yields. Vietnam coffee exports 2020/21 declined by 9 percent year-over-year to 24.77 million bags, according to Vietnam Customs. USDA estimates 2020/21
stock at 3.81 million bags, and forecasts that 2021/22 stock will rise to 6.58 million bags due to high carry-over and potential higher production.

Colombia - As per the USDA, in marketing year (MY) 2021/22, post's revised Colombian coffee production forecast is down to 13.8 million bags green bean

equivalent (GBE), due to potentially heavy rains from the La Niña weather phenomena that is projected to materialize towards the end of 2021 and the beginning
of 2022. Revised coffee exports are forecast to remain unchanged at 13.5 million bags GBE, motivated by high international prices, while revised coffee imports

are forecast to increase to 1.7 million bags to satisfy increasing demand as a result of Colombia's economic recovery.

Ethiopia - Coffee production of the Africa’s largest coffee grower and the birthplace of Coffea arabica will rise 0.3% to 7.62 million bags in the new 2021-22 crop

cycle, for which physical harvesting started in October, industry officials and green coffee traders said this week. Ethiopia grows exclusively arabica coffee and
about 10 years ago the government launched a nationwide project to increase production, primarily by offering subsidized access to seedlings and technical

assistance to support the renovation of existing small-holder farm plots with higher plant density to increase yields combined with the application of better
agricultural practices. Bloomberg said that some Ethiopian suppliers had defaulted on coffee deals made when prices were lower, warning of sourcing headaches
for traders and roasters. Adugna Debela, director general of Ethiopia’s coffee and tea authority said that the government would step in to enforce contracts if

parties failed to agree.

India - USDA estimates marketing year (MY) 2021/22 coffee production (October/September) at 5.53 million 60- kilogram bags. Unseasonal rains in November
are expected to negatively impact Arabica crop yields and delay the harvest by at least two weeks, which will be offset by higher yields of Robusta leading to a

six percent increase in overall coffee yields. Indian coffee prices continue to increase as rising export demand is stymied by shipping congestion/delays, limited
container availability, and higher freight costs. Domestic consumption is estimated higher at 1.2 million 60-kilogram bags as growing home consumption of coffee
is supported by a gradual reopening of restaurants, cafes, and the rest of the hospitality sector.

Farmer connect with UCC Coffee were the only entrants to appear on stage twice at the Supply Chain Excellence Awards on Monday, 8th November, as they

claimed the ‘The Kinaxia Logistics Award for Food and Drink Supply Chain Excellence’ and the star prize, ‘The Geek+ Team of the Year Award’. UCC Coffee is a
total coffee solution provider and scooped its accolades for establishing its first-ever blockchain-traced coffee through its ‘Orang Utan Coffee’ brand in partnership

with farmer connect technology. Consumers are rapidly becoming more discerning when it comes to the sustainability and ethics of the products they buy. A vast
global supply chain like coffee, though, makes it difficult for them to know where their products are coming from. Farmer connect and Orang Utan Coffee have
managed to bridge the gap between consumers and the farmers who grow their coffee using blockchain technology.

Drinking coffee, tea or both may be associated with a significantly lower risk of stroke and dementia, according to research published yesterday in

the peer-reviewed journal Plos Medicine. Researchers from Tianjin Medical University in Tianjin, China, discovered the association after observing more than
365,000 participants from the UK Biobank. The research participants were all between the ages of 50 and 74, recruited for the study between 2006 and 2010 and

observed until 2020. According to the researchers, people who drank two to three cups of coffee per day or three to five cups of tea per day fared better than
non-coffee or tea drinkers in avoiding stroke or dementia. Coffee and tea drinkers also fared better in terms of fending off post-stroke dementia.
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